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ABSTRACT
Childbirth is a natural process in a normal path(pregnancy) and women nutrition is so important. The anemia rate
in the world is 51% in pregnant and 35% in non-pregnant women. Now about 350 million women have anemia
caused by mal nutrition. More than 1.5 milliards in the world suffers from anemia that 50% is because of blood
shortage or its complications. Is descriptive, analytical and sectional in 1395 in Farideh Behbahani maternity
center among term and preterm women. In this study sample size is 80term and 30 preterm women. (For each
preterm woman 3 term women have been chosen.) Demographic data gathering inventory was based on instructions
and blood tests which was about 3 ml taken by an expert with women satisfaction were delivered to laboratory and
tested by Cell counter device (Sysmex KX-2W) and the results were registered .Data analyze were done by SPSS
software VL.21 BU USING Dependence T ,Kay score and Fisher tests. Results showed a meaningful difference
between white cells in term and preterm women.(p<0.05 ) Term women had 63.75% normal white cells but preterm
ones ad 26.7%. Results showed that 70% of term women and preterm women had 56.7% normal red cells. Also
there is a meaningful difference in blood platelets average.80% of term and 40% of preterm women had normal
platelets. It is about blood factors and preterm women had special blood factors, platelets, hematocrit, and white
cells quantity so they need more care.
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INTRODUCTION
Childbirth is a natural process in a normal path (pregnancy) which may become pathological or abnormal by
different factors .One of the pathological trends in natural childbirth is preterm delivery which is observed in 8-10%
pregnancies. Despite improvements in midwifery, still 705 of death and complications in infants is preterm delivery
so it is very important.
Anemia is one of the common causes of death in the world especially in 3rd world countries which has bad effects
such as cardiovascular diseases and it is 50% in pregnant women near to childbirth date but it receives to 80% in
developing countries.
Abnormal weight of mother is an important matter can has an effective role on health and hygiene of fertility .It is
necessary for the mother to have normal weight before pregnancy which the most normal way for defining it is body
mass index. The complications attributed to overweight are preeclampsia, pregnancy diabetes, multiple, cesarean,
and fetal asphyxia and ones related to low weight are anemia, premature rupture of water bag, infant Apgar low
score or weight, preterm childbirth and prenatal death increase.
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Preterm childbirth means delivery before 37 weeks and it is an important factor in infant mortality and morbidity.
Despite science development related to risk factors and pre term delivery mechanism .lypr preterm has been
increased for example preterm delivery in USA has reached from 9.5% in 1980 to 12.7% in 2005.Preterm spread in
most of the developed countries is 5-6%. In a study has been done in Tehran in 1381 the spread was estimated 7.2%.
The nutrition of women is important. Anemia rate is 51%in pregnant and 35% in non- pregnant women .Now about
350 million women have anemia caused by mal nutrition .More than 1.5 milliard in the world have anemia that 50%
is because of blood lack or its complications.
Pregnancy anemia is a risk factor in mother and infant death and rampant of premature and low weight infants.
One of the pathological processes is preterm delivery it means beginning of obstetric pains and live product output
of pregnancy before 37 weeks. Different pathological processes caused preterm childbirth have been introduced that
premature rupture of water bag is the main one .There are different hypothesis in this field such as urogenital
infections, mother anemia and trauma, type and intensity of anemia ,hemoglobin , hematocrit, and MCHC are
recognized. MCHC lack in pregnant women with natural childbirth (54.6%) is 2% more than abortion women
(37.5%). So it seems that anemia in natural childbirth is hypocromic, microcytic and all body iron stores will
decreased first hemoglobin syntheses and then MCHC by improvement of anemia .In a survey in USA 44% of
term and 94% abortion women had bleeding .
According to the importance of improvement of healthy fertile mother and infant health indices and giving proper
solutions in this line and due to the spread of some blood factors spread and its complications in pregnancy and high
risk childbirth this research is necessary and its results can improve preterm delivery statues.
EXPERIMNTAL SECTION
It is descriptive, analytical and sectional which has done in 1395 in Fareedeh Behbahani maternity. First it was done
by an introduction from Marvdasht Azad university to Behbahan science medical and health hygienic services about
research plan, the related licenses had gotten from science medical university then the related data had gathered
from the maternity.
Tools of Demographic gathering data inventory have been provided based on instructions of health and hygiene
ministry in health care forms of pregnant women.
Findings: This research was in1395 in Behbahan and 30 preterm women were chosen(for each preterm woman 3
term women were chosen but 10 were omitted because of non- cooperativeness.) and some blood factors
(hemoglobin, hematocrit , MCH, MCV,MCHC, platelets, red & white cells average ) were investigated.
Table 1: Blood index statues in term and preterm women in Farideh Behbahani maternity center in 1395
MCH

MCV

hematocrit

hemoglobin

(67.5%)54
(17.5%)14
(15%)12
(100%)80
(36.7%)11
(36.7%)11
(13.3%)4
(100%)30

(78.75%)63
(10%)8
(11.25%)9
(100%)80
(53.3%)16
(36.7%)11
(10%)3
(100%)30

(85%)68
(8.75%)7
(6.25%)5
(100%)80
(56.7%)17
(36.7%)11
(6.7%)2
(100%)30

68.75%)55
(22.5%)18
(8.75%)7
(100%)80
(43.3%)13
(46.7%)14
(10%)03
(100%)30

Blood indices
Women statues
normal
<normal
Preterm women
>normal
total
normal
<normal
Term women
>normal
total

Table 2: Table 1:blood index statues in term and preterm women in Farideh Behbahani maternity center in 1395
RED CELLS

WHITE CELLS

PLATELETES

MCHC

(70%)56
(8.75%)7
(21.25%)17
(100%)80
(16.7%)5
(56.7%)17
(26.6%)8
(100%)30

(63.75%)51
(28.75%)23
(7.5%)6
(100%)80
(26.7%)8
(16.7%)5
(56.6%)17
(100%)30

(80%)64
(28.75%)23
(12.5%)10
(100%)80
(40%)12
(33.3%)10
(26.7%)8
(100%)30

63.75%)51
(7.5%)6
(17.5%)14
(100%)80
(63.3%)19
(16.7%)5
(20%)6
(100%)30
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Blood indices
Women statues
normal
<normal
Preterm women
>normal
total
normal
<normal
Term women
>normal
total
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Results showed there are meaningful differences in term and preterm red cells average.70% of term women had
normal red cells but 56.7% of preterm women had this .Taati et al showed there is no difference in red cells of term
and preterm women in pregnancy and blood cells decrease is not consistent with pregnancy .His findings are not
consistent with Berg’s that preterm women hemoglobin is more normal than term ones.
Results showed in P<0.05 level there is a meaningful difference between blood white cells of term and preterm
women.63.75% of white cells of term women were in a normal level while in preterm ones it was 26.7%.
Comparing these 2 groups showed preterm women had more normal white cells and it may be because of infectivity
that is created in them and the more the white cells are because of infectivity pre term childbirth will be increased.
Increase of white cells in term and preterm women is meaningful compared to Nadafi et al findings in relationship
with using vitamins effects on blood factors and in P<0.05 there is a relationship between vitamins usage and white
cells increase and also the findings shows that as Bandoric et al says white cells are normal in preterm women.
The findings showed there is a meaningful difference between average of blood platelets of term and preterm
women (p<0.05). 80% of term women had normal platelets but it was 40% in preterm ones and the former were
more normal. Its cause may be lack of iron and low blood factors in preterm women. Whatever the platelets be
higher preterm childbirth will not occurred. By comparing this findings with Taati et al iron usage has effects on
platelets decrease. This study is not consistent with Bro et al that preterm women blood factors are not normal.
Also findings showed that there is a meaningful difference between hemoglobin level in term and preterm
women.(P<0.05)Especially in term women 68.75% were at normal range,22.5% were upper than normal and 8.75
were lower and in preterm women 46.7% were at normal range, 43.3% were upper and 10% were lower .Term
women had more normal hemoglobin .It may be effected by other causes. According to the meaningful relationship
between hemoglobin level and preterm child birth .This study is in line with Norouzian findings that pregnant
women hemoglobin is in a normal level but is not consistent with Gape’s et al that hemoglobin and preterm child
birth are not related.
Finding showed a meaningful relationship between hematocrit of term and preterm women (p<0.05).85% of term
and 56.6% preterm women had normal hematocrit and it was more normal in the former. The more the hematocrit
be preterm childbirth probability will be lower and it should be controlled clinically during pregnancy .This study is
in line with Cracy et al and the relation between hematocrit and preterm child birth but not consistent with Jacobson
who said there is no relation.
Findings showed that there is a meaningful difference between MCV f term and preterm women.(p<0.005).78.5%
of term and 53.3% preterm women had normal MCV and results showed the former had more normal MCV.MCV
may be one of the effective factors on preterm childbirth. This study is in line with Judfery findings that investigated
acid folic effect on blood factors of pregnant women and also there is a relationship between acid folic usage and
MCV increase .But it is not consistent with Khalijinia findings about preterm childbirth in Qom that showed only
25% of preterm women had MCV lower than normal.
Also this study showed there is a meaningful difference between MCH of term and preterm women.(p<0.05) 67.5%
of term and 50% of preterm women had normal MCH and the former were more normal. MCH factor has effect on
preterm child birth and a biochemical factor which is low in preterm women and has caused it. These findings are
consistent with Norouzian hypothesis who said pre term women have normal MCH but not in line with Sing et al.
The findings showed there is no meaningful difference in term and preterm women MCHC(P<0.05).MCHC index
in term women were 63.75% normal,18.75% lower than normal and 17.5% upper and in preterm women it was
63.35 normal, 16.35 lower and 16.35 upper than normal. These results are in line with Bandoik findings that
considered blood factors and showed MCHC factor is proper in pregnant women but not consistent with
Mohamadian who considered high risk factors and said there is no relation between preterm childbirth and MCHC.
CONCLUSION
The findings showed the most important factor of preterm childbirth in women referred to Fariedeh Behbahani
mandatory is related to blood factors and preterm women in comparison with term women had more blood factors
,platelets, hematocrit and white cells and their difference is in P<0.05 level and this factors had the main effect on
preterm childbirth.
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